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In this paper we introduce the concept of an inertial manifold for nonlinear 
evolutionary equations, in particular for ordinary and partial differential equations. 
These manifolds, which are finite dimensional invariant Lipschitz manifolds, seem 
to be an appropriate tool for the study of questions related to the long-time 
behavior of solutions of the evolutionary equations. The inertial manifolds contain 
the global attractor, they attract exponentially all solutions, and they are stable 
with respect to perturbations. Furthermore, in the infinite dimensional case they 
allow for the reduction of the dynamics to a finite dimensional ordinary differential 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the long-time behavior of solutions of evolutionary 
equations is a problem of interest in many areas of mathematical physics 
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and mechanics. This is particularly true when the effects of the nonlinear 
terms become significant. It is well known that, even for an autonomous 
equation, the long-time behavior can indeed be time dependent, since the 
solutions do not necessarily converge to stationary states. 
The first natural tool for describing the dynamics of nonstationary 
“permanent” flows is the concept of the global attractor for dissipative 
evolutionary equations. We are uncertain when the global attractor for a 
flow on an infinite dimensional space was first studied, but it was known to 
Billotti and LaSalle [3]. The finite dimensionality of the global attractor 
was proved by Mallet-Paret [26] for certain flows on a Hilbert space, and 
by Mar% [28] in the Banach space setting. More detailed studies of the 
global attractor, including good estimates of its Hausdorff or fractal dimen- 
sions, for the Navier-Stokes equations and related dynamics systems can be 
found in Foias and Temam [ 151, Babin and Vishik [ 11, Constantin et al. 
[7], Hale [ 171, Nicolaenko et al. [30], Temam [37], and Foias et al. 
Clll. 
The concept of an inertial manifold, which we study in this article, allows 
one to go deeper into the study of dissipative systems. These manifolds, 
which are finite dimensional, will contain the global attractor and, most 
importantly, they are invariant. Furthermore, the ambient dynamics of the 
evolutionary equation, when restricted to the inertial manifold, reduces to 
a finite dimensional ordinary differential equation, which we call an inertial 
form of the given evolutionary equation. We believe that the inertial 
manifold and the corresponding inertial forms will prove to be useful tools 
for the investigation of the finite dimensional behavior of dissipative 
equations. 
We consider here a class of nonlinear evolutionary equations of the type 
$+Au+R(u)=o, (0.1) 
where A is a suitable linear, unbounded, self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert 
space ZZ, while R is a nonlinear operator which (in a sense to be made 
precise later) is “dominated” by A. Let S(t): u(0) + u(t) be the semigroup 
of operators defining the solutions of (0.1). 
For the class of equations (0.1) that we consider, we prove the existence 
of a finite dimensional Lipschitz manifold ~‘4, which is invariant (i.e., 
S(t)A G A, for all t > 0). This manifold is constructed as the graph of a 
Lipschitz function @ mapping PH into QH, where P is an orthogonal 
projection with finite dimensional range in H and Q = I- P. The function 
@ is obtained as the fixed point of an appropriate mapping Y, which is 
introduced in Section 2. The manifold 4 contains the universal attractor of 
(0.1) since it attracts exponentially all the trajectories. The proof of the last 
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phenomenon relies on the Squeezing Property of the semigroup s(t), a 
property which was introduced and studied by Foias and Temam [ 151 and 
Constantin et al [9]. Another property of &‘, which is proved here, is its 
stability with respect to perturbations: For simplicity we restrict ourselves 
to the perturbations of (0.1) corresponding to its Galerkin approximations, 
i.e., 
du, 
~+AWUM +R,(u,)=O. 
It is found that there exists M,, > 0 such that for every Ma M, (0.2) 
possess an inertial manifold AM, which is the graph above PH of a 
Lipschitz function Qi,. Furthermore QM converges to @ as M + co. In 
particular one has dim MM = dim JZ for it4 > M,. 
It is reasonable accurate to describe an inertial manifold as a global 
center (or center-unstable) manifold (cf. Hartman [20], Pliss [31], Kelley 
[23], Chaffee [S], Ball [a], and other references in Carr [4]). The 
methods which we use to construct the inertial manifolds are adaptions of 
various theories found in the study of center manifolds and integral 
manifolds (cf. Sacker [33], Hale [16], and the references cited above). 
Since we wish to study nonlinearities which involve (lower order) spatial 
derivatives, the term R(u) need not be smooth, nor Lipschitz continuous, 
nor even continuous in the given norm on H. Consequently the theory we 
present here has essential differences, which do not appear in the references 
cited above. 
Let us now turn to the organization of the paper. In Section 1 we 
describe the assumptions which we make on the terms in (0.1). These 
assumptions will ensure that (0.1) is dissipative and that there is a global 
attractor which is compact and has finite Hausdorff dimension. Since the 
nonlinear terms in (0.1) may behave badly at infinity, it is appropriate to 
modify (0.1). The modifications which we make do not change (0.1) in the 
vicinity of the global attractor. Consequently the global attractor for (0.1) 
is a compact invariant set for the modified equation. The modification of 
the nonlinear terms in the infinite dimensional equation (0.1) is similar to 
other modifications one finds in the theory of dynamical systems in the 
study of center and center-unstable manifolds (cf. Hartman [20], Kelley 
[23], Sell [35], and the other references cited above). The statement of the 
Squeezing Property also appears in Section 1. 
In Section 2 we properly define the inertial manifold and we show how 
the existence of this manifold can be reduced to a fixed point property for a 
mapping Y-. We conclude this section by stating our main results, i.e., the 
existence and uniqueness of the fixed point. In Section 3 we study the 
properties of Y and prove in particular that the contraction fixed point 
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theorem is applicable. In Section 4 we consider the approximation problem 
and prove that J%’ is stable with respect to perturbations. In the next 
section we study further properties of the inertial manifolds, including some 
alternate characterizations as well as a comparison between two inertial 
manifolds with different dimensions. In Section 6 we describe some 
examples including a modified NavierrStokes equation with an artificial 
viscosity term involving a power of the operator (-A) for an arbitrary 
space dimension. (It should be emphasized that, even in space dimension 2, 
the Navier-Stokes equation itself does not enter the class of equations 
considered here.) We conclude the paper with a discussion of some open 
problems in the theory of inertial manifolds. 
In a subsequent paper we will study the application to another equation 
(i.e., the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation) of the general results presented 
here (Foias et al. [ 12, 133). The results proved here were announced in a 
previous Note in the Comptes Rendus (Foias et al. [14]). 
Several persons have investigated related questions. Special mention 
should be made of the work of Kurzweil [24] for differential-delay 
equations with small time-delays and the theory of Conway et al. [6] 
for reaction-diffusion equations with high diffusivity. Related theories 
of invariant manifolds can be found in Henry [21; Chapters 6, 93, 
Mane [39], Kamaev [38] and Mora [40]. Other references can be found 
in Hale et al. [18]. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
1.1. The Evolution Equation 
Assume we are given a Hilbert space H with an inner (or scalar) product 
( ., .). The nonlinear evolution equation which we will study has the form 
$+Au+R(u)=O, (1.1) 
where 
R(u) = B(u, u) + Cu -f: (1.2) 
The term Au is a linear unbounded self-adjoint operator on H with domain 
D(A) dense in H. We assume that A is positive, i.e., 
(Au, v) > 0, for all v E D(A), v # 0, 
and that A - ’ is compact. This implies that the mapping u + Au is an 
isomorphism from D(A) (equipped with the graph norm) onto H. Recall 
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that under these hypotheses one can define the powers A” of A for s E R 
and that the space Vzs := D(A”) is a Hilbert space for the scalar product 
(u, u)*~ = (A%, A?), u, u E D( A”). 
For UE V, we set 1~1, = (u, u):‘*. 
Since A-’ is compact and self-adjoint there exists an orthonormal basis 
{ wi} of H consisting of eigenvectors of A, 
Awlj = SW,, (1.3) 
where the eigenvalues satisfy 
O<A, <A*< ..., 3,i+co asj+cc. 
It follows easily from (1.3) and (1.4) that 
(1.4) 
IA”%I > 2;” 12.41, for all u E D( A ‘I*), (1.5) 
IA p+“2~l >Ai/2 IAPul, foralluED(APf”*), andallp. (1.6) 
For N = 1, 2, . . . we let P, denote the orthogonal projection onto 
Span{w,, . . . . wN} and let QN =I- P,. 
The nonlinear term R(u) satisfies (1.2) where B(u, u) is a bilinear 
operator from D(A) x D(A) into H, C is a linear operator from D(A) into 
H, and .f E D(A”*). Furthermore we assume that 
(B(u, u), u) = 0, for all U, u E D(A), (1.7) 
l@k u)l G Cl I4 “* IA”*ul”* JA”*ul”* IAu(“*, for all U, UED(A), (1.8) 
ICul dc, IA”*uI”* lAul”*, for all u E D(A), (1.9) 
where c’ , c2, and the cis appearing in the sequel are positive constants. In 
addition we assume the following continuity properties for B and C: 
IA”*B(u, u)l < c3 [Au1 IAul, for all U, u E D(A), (1.10) 
IA”*CuI 6 cd IAuJ, for all u E D(A). (1.11) 
Finally it is assumed that A + C is positive, i.e., 
((A + C)u, u) 2 c1 IA”*ul*, for all u E D(A), 
where CI > 0. 
(1.12) 
Remark 1.1. Since A is self-adjoint (1.8) follows from the stronger 
condition 
IB(u, u)l Gc’ IA”4~I IA3’4uI. 
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By using (1.6) we see that (1.9) is a consequence of 
The latter inequalities imply that B is continuous from D(A ‘14) x D(A3j4) 
into H while C is continuous from D(FI”~) into H. 
Even though B and C may be discontinuous in terms of the given norm 
1 .I on H, the above inequalities mean that that B and C are suitably 
dominated by A. The assumptions made above ensure that the initial value 
problem for (1.1) with initial condition 
40) = uo, u. EH (1.13) 
has a unique solution S( t)u, defined for all t 2 0 and S( t)u, E D(A) for all 
t > 0. The mapping S(t) enjoys the usual semigroup property and several 
continuity properties which will not be recalled here. 
The solution S(t)u, is uniformly bounded in time in H, and if 
u. ED(A”~) (resp. u. E D(A)) then S(t)u, is uniformly bounded in D(A112) 
(resp. D(A)). We will not prove these classical results here but instead we 
refer the reader to Temam [36]. However, we will present the a priori 
estimates which play an essential role in the proof of such results. 
These estimates are obtained by taking the scalar product of (1.1) respec- 
tively with U, Au, and A2u and making use of ( 1.3 k( 1.12). We will also use 
the following form of the Holder inequality: 
where b > 0, p + q = pq, and 1 < p, q < co. In the first case we obtain 
$$ lu12+a IA1’2u12< I(f, u)l <A1”2 Ifl IA”‘4 
where (1.14) is used in the last inequality. Consequently one has 
i142+ai.I Iu12<~ lu12+a IA1j2u12<-$ IfI’. 
1 
(1.15) 
When taking the scalar product of (1.1) with Au we use (1.8) and (1.9) to 
obtain 
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I(@% u) + c4 Au)1 
be, (u(“2 IA’%I Ifhp+c* IA”2u11’2 IAu)3’2 
< 54(c’: )ul* IA”*u14+ c; I‘4”*24(*) + + IAu12, 
where the last inequality follows from (1.14) with p=4, q=:, B” =63. 
Similarly one has 
I(f, Au)l G Ifl IAul G VI’+ a IAdZ. 
Consequently we get 
< cg lu12 IA”*uJ4+ c, IA’%l2+ 2 IfI’. (1.16) 
(The new constants cg and c,, as well as others which are used below, are 
derived easily from the other c,‘s.) Finally the scalar product with A*u uses 
(1.10) and (1.11) to yield 
;$ IhI*+ lA3’2U(* 
d I(Wu, u) + cu, A2u)l + I(f, A2u)l 
d IA”*(B(U, u)+ Cu), A3’*U)I + I(A”*f, A3%)I 
d c3 IAul’ lA3’*UI + c4 (Aul IA3’*UI + IA”Zf1 IA3’2UI 
<+c, IAu14+&c, IAu12+~ IlPfl’++ IA3’2U12, 
where the last inequality follows from (1.14) with p = q= 2, /I’= 3. 
Consequently one has 
; lAu12 + 21 IAul* <; IhI*+ )A3b412 
d cs IAu14 + cg IhI + 3 lA”*fl*. (1.17) 
Inequalities (l.l5k( 1.17) provide the a priori estimates which are 
necessary for proving the existence and regularity of solutions and uniform 
bounds on the norms. For this purpose we shall use the following 
“uniform” Gronwall inequality which is proved in Foias et al. [ 111: 
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Let g, h, y be three positive integrable functions for t, < t < + 00 
which satisfy 
dy -+v+k for all t > t,, 
andJ:+’ gds~a,,S:+‘hds~cc,,S:+‘yds<tx,foraNt>t,,where 
aI> a29 tx3 are positive constants. Then 
y(t+ l)<(c~ +cr,)exp(cc,),forallt>t,. (1.18) 
The standard Gronwall inequality applies to (1.15) and we obtain for 
u(t) = S(t)u, 
lu(t)l*< lu(0)12exp( -cd, t)+Pi(l -exp( --aA, t)), (1.19) 
where p0 = ( l/aA, ) 1 f /. Hence lu( t)l is uniformly bounded in H and 
limsup Iu(t)12<p$ (1.20) 
I--tee 
It then follows from (1.15) that J, ‘+ l [A112~(s)12 ds is uniformly bounded. 
Furthermore ( 1.16) implies that 
; IA1’2u/2 <c,, IA1’2u14+(~, -1,) IA1’2u12+2 IfI*, 
where c,~ =c6bi and lu(t)12<bi for all t>O. It then follows from (1.18) 
with g=c,, IA1’2u12, y= )A1’2u12, and h=(c,-jll) (A1’2u)2+2 IfI’ that 
IA’/2u(t)12 is uniformly bounded in H. Returning to (1.16) we see that 
1;’ l IAu(s)l’ ds is uniformly bounded. By iterating with (1.17) we see that 
lA4tN2 and St ‘+ l IA3/*u(s)12 ds are uniformly bounded in t. In particular we 
have 
limsup IA1’*u(t)12<p~, 
,-CC 
(1.21) 
lim sup IAu(t)12 < p:, 
r-m 
(1.22) 
however explicit expressions for p, and p2 are not as simple as that of pO. 
It follows from (1.20~(1.22) that 
Any solution S(t)u, of (1.1) will, after a cetain time, enter a ball of 
H centered at 0 of radius > p,-,, say 2p,. The same is true in D(A”*) 
and D(A) with balls of radii 2p, and 2p2. (1.23) 
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We denote these balls by go, !?&, B1. Due to (1.23) each ball is 
uniformly ultimately bounded (or point dissipative, or absorbing) in H, 
D(A1j2), D(A), respectively. The o-limit set of .$Y2: 
is the global attractor for (1.1) (cf. Billotti and LaSalle [3], Mallet-Paret 
[26], Foias and Temam [ 151, Marie [28], Constantin et al. [9]). Its basin 
of attraction is the whole space H. d is the largest attractor for (1.1). 
Clearly one has 
1.2. The Modified or Prepared Equation 
As a result of (1.19) we see that any ball in H centered at 0 with radius 
> p,, is positively invariant under s(t) and attracts all solutions exponen- 
tially. In particular BO, the ball of radius 2p,, has this feature. Unfor- 
tunately a similar property is not known in D(A112) and D(A). In order to 
avoid certain technical difficulties at infinity in D(A) resulting from the 
nonlinear term, we borrow an idea arising in the study of invariant 
manifolds for ordinary differential equations and truncate this term, 
thereby considering a modified equation which provides the same 
asymptotic behavior (as t -+ 00) near the global attractor but is different for 
IA24 large. 
Let 9: R + + [0, l] be a fixed smooth function with e(s) = 1 for 
0 <s d 1, e(s) = 0 for s > 2, and l&(s)1 Q 2 for s 2 0. Fix p = 2p, and define 
0,(s) = &s/p) for s > 0. The modified equation of (1.1) is 
$+Au+B,(IAul)R(u)=O. (1.24) 
The proof of the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (1.24) with initial 
condition u(O) = u0 E H is straightforward. The advantage of (1.24) com- 
pared to (1.1) is that (1.24) possesses an absorbing invariant ball in D(A), 
namely any ball centered at 0 of radius > 2~. Indeed, take the scalar 
product of (1.24) with A’u. For (Au1 > 2p we have 
since @,(IAul)=O for IAul 222~. (Compare this with (1.17).) Thus if 
I‘% > P39 where p3 > 2p, the orbit u(t) will converge exponentially in 
’ The closure Cl is taken in H. 
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D(A) to the ball of radius p3, while if [Au,1 <p3, then u(t) cannot leave 
this ball. 
Since 0,( (Au/) = 1 for IAul d p we see that (1.1) and (1.24) are identical 
in the D(A)-neighborhood of the global attractor d given by {UE D(A): 
MuI <P>. 
A persual of the computations leading to (1.15)-(1.17) shows that the 
inequalities are still valid for a solution of (1.24) instead of (1.1). Hence the 
asymptotic bounds (1.20)-( 1.22) are still valid for solutions of (1.24) with 
the same values for pO, p,, and p2. More generally it is useful to observe 
that (1.15)(1.17) and thus (1.20t(1.22), are still valid when u(t) is a 
solution of an equation 
$+Au+g(t)R(u)=O, 
where g(t) is any continuous scalar function with 0 6 g(t) 6 1 for all t > 0. 
For the remainder of the paper we shall use S(t)u, to denote the solution 
of (1.24) satisfying the initial condition u(O)= u0 EH. If one has 
IAS(t)u,I <p for t>O, then S(t)u, is also a solution of (1.1). 
1.3. The Squeezing Property 
Let S(t)u, and S(t)v, be two solutions of (1.24) where uO, v0 E H. Let P, 
and QN be the projections on H described above. 
The following Lipschitz property for S(t) is easy to prove (see Foias and 
Temam [15], Constantin et al. [9]): 
For every r > 0 there is a K,, depending on r and the operators, such 
that if uO, v0 E D(A) with I Au, I < r, and I Au, I < r, then one has 
IS(t)u,,-S(t)v,I<exp(K,t)lu,-v,I, forallt>O. (1.25) 
The squeezing property, which we state below, was proved in Foias and 
Temam [15] and Constantin et al. [9]’ under assumptions for the 
operators B and C which are very close to the assumptions made here. 
Since the argument can be easily adapted to our case, we will not repeat 
the proof here. 
Squeezing property: For every T > 0, y > 0, r > 0 there exist constants K,, 
K3 (depending on T, y, r and the constants c,-c4, but not on the explicit 
nature of the operators or on N) such that for every t, 0 < t < T, and for 
2 The coellkient y does not appear in Constantin et al. [9]. It can be easily inserted in 
(1.26) provided KZ and K3 are modified accordingly. 
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every ug, v,, with IAu, 1 d r, IAv, 1 < r one of the following inequalities holds 
for every N > 1: 
lQ,(s(tbo - S(tbo)l d Y IP,v(S(fbo - %tb,)l (1.26) 
IS(t)u,-S(t)v,I~K,exp(-K,a~,+,t) l~o-d. (1.27) 
In the sequel we will apply this result with t satisfying to < t < 2t,, where 
to := (1/2K,) log 2 (see (1.25)) y = Q, and N> N,, where N, satisfies 
;1 No+ 1 2 W,%rl l%W,). (1.28) 
In this case, (1.26), (1.27) become 
lQ,(s(tbo - S(t)uo)l G $ IPdWfbo - s(tbo)l (1.29) 
IS(thl -s(t)% <t 1% -%I (1.30) 
with ~0, 00 E D(A), [Au, I d r, IAv, I 6 r, and to < t < 2t,. 
1.4. Locally Lipschitz Nonlinearities 
With the assumptions on the nonlinear terms B and C described above, 
the theory which we describe here does apply when B and C are not 
continuous on H. For example, if A is a differential operator of order 2k, 
then the assumptions on B and C would permit these operators to have 
derivatives of order d k. We will see an illustration of this in Section 4. 
Another situation, which arises in the theory of reaction-diffusion 
equations, occurs when the nonlinear term R(u) in (1.1) is locally Lipschitz 
continuous on H. For example, the equation 
u, = v Au + g(u) 
with g(u) = u( 1 - u)(u - a), for 0 < a < 1, and with Neumann, Dirichlet, or 
periodic boundary conditions on a suitable bounded region Q2, 5 R” gives 
rise to an abstract equation of the form 
(1.31) 
on H. Furthermore (1.31) is dissipative and R(u) is locally Lipschitz con- 
tinuous in U. In this case, the modified equation would have the form 
$+Au+B,(lul) R(u)=0 (1.32) 
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for a suitable p > 0. Furthermore the nonlinear term F(U) = 0,( 1~1) R(u) 
would be globally Lipschitz continuous, i.e., there is a K such that 
IF(u) - F(u)1 < K Iu - VI, for all 24, v E H. (1.33) 
We will return to this example later in the paper. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
2.1. The Inertial Manifold Jl and the Inertial Form: 
The Induced Ordinary Differential Equation on A 
We consider the solution operator s(t) generated by the modified 
equation (1.24). A subset &’ c H is said to be an inertial manifold for (1.24) 
if it has the following three properties: 
(i) ~8 is a finite dimensional Lipschitz manifold, 
(ii) J@ is invariant, i.e., S(t) Jt! G A, for all t > 0, 
(iii) &? attracts exponentially all solutions of (1.24), i.e., 
dist(S(t)u,, JZ!) + 0 as t + co (2.1) 
for every u,, E H and the rate of decay in (2.1) is exponential, uniformly for 
u0 in bounded sets in H. Property (iii) implies that an inertial manifold 
must contain the universal attractor. 
The next step is to show how the search for the existence of an inertial 
manifold can be reduced to a fixed point problem. Let P, and QN be the 
projections described above and write P = P, and Q = QN. If u = u(t) is a 
solution of (1.24) we define p = p(t) and q = q(t) by p = Pu, q = Qu. Then 
p, q are solutions of the following differential equations on PH and QH: 
(2.2) 
$+Aq+QF(u)=O, (2.3) 
where 
F(u) = %dI4) R(u) (2.4) 
and u = p + q. We have used the fact that PA = AP and QA = AQ, which 
implies that PAu = APu = Ap and QAu = AQu = Aq. 
We will be looking for an inertial manifold .M which is constructed as 
the graph of a Lipschitz function @: PD(A) + QD(A). (Note that PH = 
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PD(A).) The function @ will be sought as the fixed point of an operator Y 
on a class &,, where 6, I are positive numbers to be determined. &, is 
defined as the class of those functions @ from PD(A) into QD(A) which 
satisfy 
IA@b)l G by for all p E PD(A), (2.5) 
IA@(A@(P*)l G1 14, -4%L for all p,, p2 E PD(A), (2.6) 
supp @s {pEPD(A): lApl<4p}. (2.7) 
Now u(t) = p(t) + @(p(t)) is a solution of (1.24) if and only if p(t) and 
q(t) = @(p(t)) satisfy (2.2), (2.3) with u = p + Q(p). Assume that @ is given 
in 9& and p0 E PD(A). Since @ is Lipschitz continuous, we can integrate 
(2.2) with u = p + G(p) and p(O) = pO. This defines p(t) uniquely for all 
t E R (including t < 0). Furthermore if IAp, I Q 4p, then lAp(t)I <4p for all 
t 2 0. (The last property follows from the definition of 8, and the fact that 
lAp[ 6 lA(p + q)l = IAul.) This function p(t) actually depends on @ and pO. 
We will write it as p = p(t) = ~(t; @, pO). Of course, the truncation f?P is 
essential for the definition of p for all t E R. 
The main object of analysis in this paper is an operator Y, which is an 
infinite integral operator on 4,,. The use of this infinite integral is quite old 
(it goes back to Lyapunov in his study of the stable manifold) and is 
widely used in the theory of ordinary differential equations (see, for exam- 
ple, Coppel [lo], Kelley [23], Hale [16], Sell [35]). For the benefit of 
readers who have not encountered this construction before, we make the 
following observations to motivate the definition of Y. 
Given a continuous, bounded function 0: R -+ H we first note that the 
equation 
g+A&J (2.8) 
possesses a unique solution that remains bounded as t + -co. Indeed by 
integrating (2.8) between s and t, s < t, yields 
t(t) = e-ct-s)A l(s) + J‘: epcrp7jA (T(T) dz. 
Now let s + -co. From the boundedness assumption we find that 
necessarily one has 
l(t) = Sl, e-(‘-‘)’ c+) dz. (2.9) 
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This shows the uniqueness of 5. It is elementary to check that the function 
< defined by (2.9) is a solution of (2.8) and it is bounded as t + -co. 
The last paragraph can now be applied to (2.3) with 5 = q, (r = - QF(u), 
24 = P + Q(P), @E %,,, and p = p(f) given as above. Then rr(t) is bounded 
from R into H, and t(t) is given by (2.9) for all CE R. In particular ((0) is 
given by 
5(O) = -I”, eraQ QF(p + Q(P)) & (2.10) 
where p = p(r) = p(r; @, pO) is given above. Note that ((0) depends on 
@ E Fb,, and p. E PD(A). We have thus defined a formal mapping 
where @ is the function p. -+ @(po) and Y@ is the function which maps p. 
into t(O) as given by (2.10). In other words, 
F@(po) = - 1’ eraQ QF(u) dT, 
-cc 
(2.11) 
where u = u(r) = p(t; @, po) + @(p(~; @, po)). 
Finally we will require that (p(0) + q(0)) belongs to the manifold .M 
defined by &‘= Graph(@). This means that 
4(O) = @(PO) = ~@(Poh for all p. E PD(A), 
i.e., @ is to be a fixed point of the operator 5. This leads to the fixed point 
problem, but first note that the dimension of .4? is N, which is the dimen- 
sion of PH. 
The fixed point problem is to find conditions on N, b, and 1 so that 
(i) 5 maps 4,, into itself, and 
(ii) Y has a fixed point @ in S&. 
After establishing (i) we will prove (ii) by showing that Y is a contraction 
on Fh,. 
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PD(A)= PH. The trajectories on A’ itself are given by u(t)= 
P(f) + W(t))). 
2.2. Statement of Results 
The main assumption which we make below is concerned with the deter- 
mination of the dimension N of the inertial manifold. The form of this 
assumption will involve a comparison between 
AN (the largest eigenvalue of A( pH), 
and 
1 N+l (the smallest eigenvalue of A 1 oH). 
What we will show is that if the gap between AN and AN+ r is sufficiently 
large then there exists an inertial manifold. Now for the details. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that hypothesis (l.l)-(1.12) are satisfied and let Z, 
0 < I< $, be given. Let N, be given by (1.28). Then there exist constants Klo, 
K,, (dependent on I and the data of the problem) such that tf one has 
N> No, AlI2 > K N+l’ I1 
Atyl:, - lx2 2 K,, 
then there is a b > 0 such that 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(i) 5 maps 4,t into itself; 
(ii) .Y has a fixed point @E 4.t; 
(iii) A = Graph(@) is an inertial manifold for (1.24); 
(iv) M contains the global attractor &‘for (1.1); 
(v) The dynamics of &? is completely determined by the ordinary 
differential equation (2.12). 
Partial proof We will postpone until Section 3 the proof of items (i) 
and (ii) above. By assuming the validity of (i)-(ii) it is not difticult to prove 
that A%! =Graph(@) is invariant and that it attracts all trajectories 
exponentially. For this purpose we will use the Squeezing Property and 
(1.29), (1.30). 
The invariance of A, i.e., s(t)& s A for all t, follows from the fixed 
point equation @ = Y @ which becomes 
@(Ed = - I”, erAP QF(u(T, PJ) & (2.15) 
505:73,2-S 
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where u(~, pO) = p(z; @, pO) + @(p(~; @, pO)). Now replace p0 by p(t) = 
~(t; @, pO) in (2.15) and use the fact that 
P(C @, A& @, PO)) = P(T + t; @, PO) 
to conclude that 
@(At)) = - j” o. erAQ !x(45 p(t))) h 
I 
, =-- e-.(r-r)aQ QF(u(z, PO)) dz (2.16) 
--2 
for all TV R. Furthermore by differentiating (2.16) with respect to t, we see 
that (p(t), q(t)) is a solution of (2.2), (2.3) and u(t) = p(t) + q(t) is a 
solution of (1.24), where q(t) = @(p(t)). This shows that S(t)& E JZ for all 
t B 0. 
Let to = ( 1/2K,) log 2 and let No be given by (1.28). Fix r = 4p + 6. 
According to (1.22) every trajectory of (1.24) eventually enters the ball in 
D(A) centered at 0 with radius 4p = 8p,. Since we want to show that a 
given trajectory S(t)u, is exponentially attracted to &?, we can assume that 
IAu,I 64~ and IAS(t)u,I <4p, for tb0. 
We will first show that for any t, with to 6 t, 6 2t, one has 
dist(S(t,)u,, A) < + dist(u,, &), (2.17) 
where dist(#, .k’) = inf( 14 - 01: UE Jz’}. For that purpose choose u. such 
that Jug - o. I = dist(u,, A). Then u. = Pu, + @(Puo). We claim that 
IAPu,I < 4~. If, on the contrary, one had IAPu,I >4p 2 JAPu,l, then 
@(Pu,) = 0 and u. = PO,. In addition there is a /I, 0 -C/I< 1 such that 
I.4Pul, I = 4p where uB = PPu, + (1 - /?)uo E PD(A). One then has @(us) = 0, 
therefore ug E J%‘. Finally one has 
Iup -uo12= Iup -Puo12+ IQu,~~ 
= I(1 -Bh -Puo12+ IQuo12 
< lug -Puo12+ IQuo12= lug -uo12 
which contradicts the fact that Iuo - u0 I = dist(u,, A). Since I@(PuJ <b 
one has 
(hoI 6 lAPuo( + IA@(Puo)l 64p+b=r. 
Next we apply the Squeezing Property (1.29), (1.30) to S(t,)u, and 
S(t,)u,. If (1.30) holds then 
dist(S(t,)uo, JUG lS(t,)u~ -S(~I)UOI 
G f Ia0 - uol d 4 dist(u,, A). 
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On the other hand if (1.29) holds then we write 
dist(S(t,)u,, JO 6 IS(f,)uo - (f’S(l,h + @(~~(~l)uo))l 
G IQS(t,)%l - @(~~(~,)hJl 
~IQ~(~,bo-Q~(~1)UoI 
+ I@i(mt,bcl) - @P(Wt,)d 
(since S(t,)u, EM one has QS(t,)u, = @(PS(t,)u,)) 
$+I&) IWt,)hI -wtlb,I 
(by (1.29), (2.6) and since (ql < 2,: 1 141 for vQW) and I44 GIN IPI 
for pfzPD(A)) 
6t lS(t,)h3 -S(t,boI 
,< f /u. -u. I= 4 dist(u,, A!) 
(by (1.25) and the choice of t, and K,). Once (2.17) is proved it is clear 
that 
dist(S(nt,), A) < (f)” dist(u,, A’) -+ 0 
as n + co. Then for an arbitrary f > t, we write t = nt, where r0 < t, < 2t,, 
and thus 
dist(S(t)u,, A!) < (t)” dist(u,, A’) 
<exp( -klogZ)dist(u,,M) 
$exp( -&log2)dist(u,,A), (2.18) 
which gives the exponential convergence with the rate (1/2t,) log 2. 
The same considerations lead to a direct proof that the global attractor 
d lies in A!. Indeed if u E&, then the solution S(t)lc is defined for all TV R. 
Furthermore from (1.22-1.23) one has 
dist(S(t)u, A’) 6 2p,, for all t in R. 
Let u = S( -t)u, where t 2 t,. Then from (2.18) we get 
dist(u, A’) = dist(S(t)u, A) Gexp 
which implies that dist( u, A) = 0. j 
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In the case where the nonlinear terms R(u) are locally Lipschitz 
continuous on H one can derive a sharper inertial manifold result. In the 
next theorem we make reference to Section 1.4. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Kamaev [38] and Mora [40]). Let Equations (1.31), 
(1.32) be gioen on H where the nonlinear term F(u) = 0,( lul) R(u) satisfies 
(1.33). Let 1 be given, 0 < 1~ $. Assume that there is a p,, so that (1.20) holds 
for every solution of (1.31). Then there exist constants N,, K,,, K,, (depen- 
dent on I and the data of the problem) such that if one has 
N>No, A,+, >K,, (2.19) 
ANfl -1, >K,, (2.20) 
then the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 are valid. 
We will say more about the gap conditions (2.14), (2.20) in Section 4 
when we discuss some applications of our theory. 
Since the Squeezing Property is valid for (1.31), (1.32) when F(U) 
satisfies (1.33), the proof of the invariance of A and the attraction 
property given above is applicable in this case as well. We will omit the 
details. 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE OPERATOR 5 
In this section we establish the properties of F which lead to the 
application of the contraction fixed point theorem. We successively show 
that F is well defined (Section 3.1) and that it maps F& into F& for an 
appropriate L (Section 3.3). Then we show that under suitable assumptions 
it maps Fb,, into itself and is a strict contraction in this space (Section 3.4). 
This will complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. The modifications of our 
argument needed to prove Theorem 2.2 are given in Section 3.5. 
3.1. The Operator F is Well Defined 
Recall that we are considering functions @ from PD(A) into QD(A) 
(P = PN, Q = QN = I- PN) which belong to the class 4,(, i.e., they satisfy 
(2.5)-(2.7). Since QD(A) is complete in the norm I.[*, the set F& is a 
complete metric space when endowed with the distance 
II@- YIJ := sup IA@(p)- AY(p)l. (3.1) 
pePD(A) 
The mapping 5 associates to each @ in Fb,, a function on PD(A) defined 
by 
F@(pO)= -1” erAQ QF(u) & po E WA), (3.2) 
-00 
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where u = u(r) = p(r, @, pO) + @(p(r; @, pO)) and p(r; @, pO) is the solution 
of (2.2) satisfying ~(0; @, pO) = pO. We will now show that F@(pO) is well 
defined for all pO, that its range lies in an a priori bounded set of D(A) and 
even D(A5’4), and that is has compact support, i.e., that Y@(pO) = 0 for 
I APO I ’ 4P. 
Let us start with a technical lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. For a > 0 and z < 0, the operator (AQ)* erAQ is linear and 
continuous on QH. Furthermore, its norm in L?‘(QH), which we denote by 
I(AQ)* eTAejop, is bounded by 
and by 
K, JzI-~, for -al,:,dz<O, (3.3) 
IZ;+,eTiN+l, for -m<z< -aI;:,. (3.4) 
Proof Let v = cj” N+ 1 bjwj be an element of QH. Then (AQ)* eTAQu = 
xi”= ,,,+ 1 n;e74bjwj and by the Plancherel formula 
1 (AQ)” eTAQ vi*= f (A;er~)2b,‘< sup (Iaer’)* Lib?! 
j=N+l i.>l,v+l 
= sup (A’e”)* loI*. 
A>&+1 
Consequently I(AQ)’ erAQlop is bounded by 
An elementary calculation shows that this supremum is equal to 
IrJ-z (ae-l)a if -aA;: r d r <O and is equal to A:+ leriN+1 for 
T< -aI,:,. We thus obtain (3.3), (3.4) with K, = K,(a) = (aep’)a. 1 
An immediate consequence of (3.3) (3.4) is that 
’ [(AQ)” erAQ I,,dr~(l-a)~‘e-*~~~‘,, (3.5) -cc 
O<a< 1. From (l.lO), (1.11) we get 
[(AQ)“’ R(u)1 < IA”*B(u, u)l + jA”*CuI + IA”*f 1 
< c3 lAu12 + c4 [Au1 + IA”*fI. 
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Since 8,(IAul)=O for IAuJ >2p one has 
I(AQ)“’ F(u)1 d K4, (3.6) 
where K4 = 4c, p2 + 2c,p + I A ‘j2fl and F is given by (2.4). Next we prove 
LEMMA 3.2. For every pO in PD(A), Y@(p,) belongs to QD(A) and 
IA ~ND,,)I < Kd,:l: (3.7) 
IA5’4 F@(po)l 6 K&y;, (3.8) 
where K,, K, are appropriate constants which are independent of pO and @. 
Proof Since QeTAQ = erAQ it is easy to see that Y@(p,) E QD(A). Next 
note that 
IA 5@(pO)l <lo IAQerAQF(u)l dz 
-cc 
6 s ’ I(AQ)“’ eTAQ lop I(AQ)“2 F(u)1 dz -m 
< I ’ l(AQ)3’4 erAa lop I(-4Q)“‘f’(u)l dr -m 
Inequalities (3.7), (3.8) now follow from (3.5), (3.6) where 
K, = 2K4e-‘i2, KS = 4K4eC3j4. 1 
From now on we fix 
b = K&y:. (3.9) 
It is then clear that for every @ in Rb,,, Y@ satisfies the analog of (2.5), 
namely 
IA ~@(Po)I d b, for all p. E PD(A). (3.10) 
Furthermore due to (3.8) the range of .T@ is a bounded set in D(A5’4). 
Since A -“4 is compact (like A - ’ ) we have shown that 
The range of Y@ is in a compact subset of QD(A), which does not 
depend on @. (3.11) 
We next prove the property of the support of T@, (2.7). 
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LEMMA 3.3. For every @ in Fb,, the support of T@ is included in the set 
{pEPo(A): lApl64p). 
Proof. We observe that if u =p + Q(p) = Pp+ Q@(p) then /Au]* = 
lApI’+ IA@(p)\*, and IAuJ 3 lApI. Therefore if (Apl>2p then lAul>2p 
and B,(IAul)=O. 
Now assume that JAp,l > 4p. Then lAp( > 2p on some interval I 
containing t = 0. On I Eq. (2.2) reduces to 
~+Ap=O. 
This implies that 
Hence for r < 0 one has 
Consequently lAp( will never reach the value 2p for t < 0, i.e., 
/Ap( > 2p, for all r < 0 and B,((Au(t)() = 0, for all r < 0. Therefore the 
integral on the right side of (3.2) vanishes and T@(pO) =O for all 
@E%.P I 
3.2. Lipschitz Properties of F 
We return to the nonlinear function F(u) defined by (2.4). Note that F 
depends on p and @ since u = p + Q(p). Let pl, p2 E PD(A), Q1, Q2 E Fb,, 
and set ui = pi + Qi(pi), i= 1,2. Our object here is to show that 
IA”2F(u,)-A”2F(‘(u,)I <K,[(l+,) I&, -Ap,I + II@1 -%I(] (3.12) 
for some constant K, which does not depend on pi or Gi, i= 1,2. 
First notice that (1.10) and (1.11) imply that 
(A’4qU1) - PR(U*)I < IA”Q3(Ul, u1)- lqu,, u*) 
+ 4u,, u2) -wu*, u2)ll + IA”*C(UI - u2Y 
< c,(lAu, I + IAu, I) I4 - Au, I + c4 vu, - Au2 I 
and 
I~“2~h)I <c, lAu,12+c4 l/h,/ + IA"*fl. 
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Define G by 
G = A”2F(~,) - A”‘F(u,) 
=e,(IAul()A”2R(u,)-e,(JAu2()A”2R(U2). 
We then distinguish between 3 cases: 
(1) 2PG IAu,l, l&l; 
(2) I~I<~P~I~~~I (or I~~21<2~~141); 
(3) Mu, I? Mu, I <2P. 
By using the facts that e,( IAul) = 0 for [Au1 2 2p and 10’1 $2~~’ we obtain 
the following: 
In case 1, G = 0. In case 2 we have 
IGI = IQJl& I) A”*NdI 
= ~~,(~~~,I)A~‘*R(U,)-~,(IA~,I)A~‘~R(U,)I 
d iqi4 II-~,w,i)i i~W~di 
ap-’ I [Au,/ - IAu,I 1 W2R(U,)I 
d2pP’(cs .4p2+c, .2p+IA”2fl) IAu, -&I. 
The argument for IAu, I < 2p d IAu, I is similar. In case 3 we obtain 
IGI G l~,(W, I)-~,(l~~,I)I lA”*Nd 
+~,(IAu,I) IA~‘~R(u~)-A~‘~R(u~)~ 
Q a-’ I IAu, I - I4 l I (c3 IAu, I2 + c4 IA% I + lA1’2FI 1 
+ CG(lA4 I + Mu2 I) + 4 Mu, - Au2 1. 
Hence 
IA”2F(u1)-A”2F(u2)I d K, (Au, -Au21, (3.13) 
where K, = 2p-‘(c34p2 + cq .2p + IAu”*fl) + c,4p + cd. Since u1 - u2 = 
p1 - p2 + (@ApJ - @Ap2)) f (@Ap2) - Q2(p2)) one has 
vu, -Au21 <(I +I) I&, -&,I + II@1 -@zlI. 
By combining this with (3.13) we obtain (3.12). 
3.3. Properties of F (Continued) 
We now show that under suitable assumptions F is a Lipschitz mapping 
from Pb,, into Fb,,L and we estimate L. Then we show that as a result of the 
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hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, Y maps 9& into itself and that it is a strict 
contraction. 
First let Q, be fixed. Let pal, po2 belong to PD(A ) and let p, = p,(t) and 
p2 = pz(t) be the corresponding solutions of (2.2) satisfying p,(O) = poi, 
i = 1,2. Define A = pI - p2, then A is a solution of the evolutionary 
equation 
y+A A+PF(u,)-PF(u,)=O (3.14) 
with ui = p, + @(p,), i= 1,2. Taking the scalar product of (3.14) with A2 A 
we obtain 
= - (A”2P(F(u,) - F(u2)) A3’2 A). ? 
Therefore using (3.12) with @ = @, = Qi, we obtain 
f% IA A12+ lA3/’ Al’1 d&(1 +1) IA Al IA3’2 Al 
and thus 
IAAl$lAA~b-IA3’2A~2--6(1+f)lAAl IA3’2Al. 
Since A E PD(A ) one has 
IA3’2 Al = IA1’2A Al <I!.$’ IA Al, 
and consequently 
IA Al; IA Al 3 -,I, lA A(‘-&(1 +1)Lz2 IA Ai2 
or 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
We easily infer from (3.16) that 
IA A(r)I G IA A(O)1 
x exp( -$A., + K7( 1 + r)Ati2)), for all r G 0. (3.17) 
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We can now prove 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that 
YN :=lN+l -1, - K,( 1 + z)n$z > 0. 
Then for @ E Fj,, and pO, , poz E PD(A) one has 
IA F@(Pw)-A ~@(Pw)~ GL IAP,, -APo,I 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
with 
(3.20) 
rN=AN/AN+I, uN=(l+&(l+i)l,:‘:). 
Consequently @ E F&. 
Proof: Due to (3.2) and (3.12) one has 
IA F@(PoI)- A F@(PoJI 
(3.21) 
< K,(l + I) Jo [(AQ)” erAQlop IA d(z)1 dr, 
-cc 
where A=p, -p2, as above. Then with Lemma 3.1 and (3.17) the last 
integral is bounded by 
lty’: 1 exp[T(AN+ 1 -1N-K,(l+f)1$2)]dr+~o I~$)lr~-“~ 
-a 
xexp[-r(l,+K,(l +l)n$*)]dz .JAp,, -Apo21, 
) 
where a = + A,: 1. An elementary calculation shows that the last expression 
is bounded by 
1jq~,eC1’2[1+(1-rYNaN)-1]exp y IAp,,-Ap,,j. 
( > 
This proves (3.19) with L given by (3.20). The fact that I @ belongs to 
S& now follows from (3.9), (3.19), and Lemma 3.3. 1 
At this point we have shown that Y maps 5$,[ into Fb,L. Next we want 
to show that Y is a Lipschitz mapping on these spaces. For that purpose 
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we consider two functions @r and @* and a single initial condition 
p0 E I’D(A). Let pi = p(t, Qi, pO) and set ui = pi + Qi(pj), i= 1,2. We will 
now estimate JA F@,(P~)--A .F~@~(p,)j by using essentially the same 
methods as above. 
Define d = p, -pz, then (3.15) and (3.16) are still valid. However, 
instead of (3.17) one obtains 
; IA A( +I,u, IA Al > --K712$2 II@, -@*II, (3.22) 
where uN is given by (3.21). Here one has d(0) = 0 and it follows from 
(3.22) &it 
since aN B 
/, A(z), <K&i’ II@1 - @2 II . 
ENAN 
(Cexd-~,d,~)l- 11, 
SKK,A;1’211@1 -Q211 exp(-ccNl,z), z<O (3.23) 
As in Lemma 3.6, using (3.2), (3.12), and (3.23) we get 
6 
I ’ IAQerAQQ(F(u,) - F(u,))l h -x. 
<K, s 
’ l(AQ)“’ erAQlop I(1 + 1)l A A 
-a3 
G & II@, - @2 II j” I(AQ)“2 eTAQlop (--co 
1 + K,&Y2(1 + I) 
x exp( - UNIzNr)) dr. (3.24) 
By Lemma 3.1, the integral in the last term in (3.24) is bounded by 
2e-‘i2A,y: + K,(l + 1),1,‘/2 --O A$: 1 exp[r(l,+ r - lNmN)] dr 
-‘x 
+ IzI -li2 exp( -I,cr,,,r) dz 
<2e-“*1,:/: +K7(1 +1)1;1/2 
x ANy:e-“2( 1 + (1 - rNffN)-‘)) exp 
< ze - VA - 112 + A- WL 
N+l N 3 
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where L is given by (3.20). We conclude therefore that 
IA F@l(PO) - A ~%(Po)l 
6 L’ I(@, - CD2 I(, for all p0 E PD(A), (3.25) 
where 
L’= K,(2e-‘/21,:i: + i1;1/2L). (3.26) 
3.4. Conclusion of the Proof of Theorem 2.1 
As indicated above, we seek conditions which ensure that Y maps &, 
into itself and that it is a strict contraction on F&. This amounts to finding 
sufficient conditions (primarily on L, and A,+ ,) which ensure that 
L,<I and L’< 1, 
where L and L’ are given by (3.20) and (3.26). 
First notice that (3.18) is equivalent to 
1 -rNrxN >O, (3.27) 
or 1 > rNaN > 0. It then follows from (3.27) and (3.20) that 
L<K,(1+1);1~:/~[1+(1-r,a,)-‘]. 
In order to achieve L < 1, it suflices to have N chosen so that both of the 
following two inequalities are satisfied: 
K,( 1 +1)&y: <; (3.28) 
(3.29) 
Now (3.28) can be rewritten as 
K < AlI2 
10’ Nfl’ (3.30) 
where Klo = 2K,( 1 + 1)1-l. We assume now that N is chosen so that (3.30) 
is valid. Inequality (3.29) can be rewritten as 
Klol;:l: < (I- rNtlN) (3.31) 
or equivalently as 
KloA,:/: - 1 + rN + K,( 1 + 1) J;$‘:r#’ < 0, (3.32) 
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where r N =~NlnN+,. Let us assume for the moment that 
rz2+ K&iy: = (A,/$$ y2 + K,,i,y: < 1. 
By applying (3.33) twice one has 
(3.33) 
K,,A;yf- 1 +r, +K,0A~~:rfi12<K,0A~~:- 1 +r#‘<O. (3.34) 
Since 1~ $ one has K,( 1 + 1) G K,,, and consequently (3.33) implies (3.32) 
which, in turn, implies (3.31). 
Let us summarize the situation to this point. In order to conclude that 
Y maps @& mto 9& we need to assume that yN > 0, or equivalently that 
(1 - rNtl,,,) > 0. This assumption is guaranteed by (3.31). A sufficient 
condition for Y to map Fb,, into itself is that both (3.28) and (3.31) be 
satisfied, however this in turn is guaranteed by (3.30) and (3.33). Both of 
the latter inequalities are consequences of a single condition: 
KIO < 2;: 1 - Az2. (3.35) 
In order for 5 to be a contraction mapping on 9& we also want L’ < 1, 
say L’ < l/2. However, this follows immediately from (3.36) when one has 
K,, W:,, (3.36) 
where KI1 = 2K,(2epli2 + I). 
Under the conditions (3.35), (3.36) 7 maps & into itself and it is 
strictly contracting and compact. The existence of a fixed point for .Y 
follows in fact either by the contraction fixed point theorem or by 
Schauder’s theorem. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
3.5. Proof of Theorem 2.2 
In Theorem 2.2 we assume that modified nonlinear term F(u) = 
0,( 1~1) R(u) satisfies a global Lipschitz condition 
IF(u)-F(u)l<Klu-4, for all u, u E H. 
While the proof follows the same outline as that of Theorem 2.1, there is a 
significant simplification of some of the technicalities. We shall only 
indicate the major changes in the argument here. 
First the parameter p is defined by p = 2p, since one will be limiting the 
analysis to the Hilbert space H. Next the space Yb,, consists of those 
functions @: PH + QH that satisfy 
I@(p)1 < 6, for all p E PI)(A), 
I@(P~)-@(P~)I <lIpI -p21, forall p1,P2 EPWAL 
SuppCDc {pEPD(A): IpI <4p}. 
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The operator Y is defined by 
where u = u(r) = p(r; @, po) + @(~(t; @, po)). Inequality (3.6) is replaced 
by 
IF(u)I G G, 
where Kk depends on R(u), 0, and p. Lemma 3.1 remains valid for a = 0, 
and it is this version which will be used in the proof. Likewise, inequality 
(3.5) remains valid for a = 0. In place of (3.7) one shows that 
where K5 = rd. Therefore one can take b = K5J+;:, . Lemma 3.3 is changed 
in that the norm lAo/ is replaced by IuI throughout. Inequality (3.12) 
reduces to 
I~(~,)-~(~*)l6K;C(1 +I) lP1 -P*I + II@, -%lll. (3.37) 
where (I@)1 = sup{ I@(p): p E PD(A)}. 
A more significant change occurs in the arguments in Section 3.3. First of 
all, if @ is fixed and d = p1 -pz then (3.14) is the same. However, we now 
take the scalar product of (3.14) with A to obtain 
-& IA(~+ IP2 412= -(P(F(u,)-F(u,)), A). 
From (3.37) one obtains 
;-$ (A12+ (A’/2A12~ <K;(l +I) [Al’, 
which implies that 
I+42-l~ 1’2 A12-K,(l +I) )Al2 
2 -A, 1A12--,(1+I) [A(‘. 
Consequently one has 
lA(z)l~IA(O)lexp(--r(l,+K;(1+I)), ~-CO 
in place of (3.17). 
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Hypothesis (3.18) in Lemma 3.4 is then replaced by 
l-,&j := A,, , -1,-X7(1 +l)>o. 
The Lipschitz condition (3.19) is replaced by 
IF@(POl) - ~@(Po,)l G L IPOI - PO2 I> 
where 
L=K;(l+l)&‘. 
Indeed the argument in Lemma 3.4 reduces to 
<ml +I) IPOl -PozI 
I 
0 
X exp(db+ 1 -A,-K,(l+I))dr 
-cc 
<K’(l +Z)(Lfq+1 -AN -K;(l +I))-’ IPOl -Po*I. 
Similarly one has 
where 
I~@1(Po) - ~@z(Po)l G L’ II@, - @* IL 
L’ = Kq,: 1 + K;[A, + K;( 1 + 1)] -’ L. 
Finally the two conditions 
L G 1, L’<$ 
are satisfied when I < $ and 
K,, GA,, Ku G&v+, -A,, (3.42) 
where K,, = 4K7 and K,3 = K,( 1 + I)( 1 + 1-i). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.2. 
Remark 3.1. The arguments used to prove the existence of inertial 
manifolds in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 also imply that these manifolds are 
normally hyperbolic (cf. Hirsch et al. [22], Sacker and Sell [32]). 
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4. APPROXIMATION AND STABILITY WITH RESPECT TO PERTURBATIONS 
The inertial manifold which we have constructed in Sections 2 and 3 is 
stable with respect to certain perturbations of the evolution equation. In 
order to give the main ideas without concern for some technical difficulties, 
we will restrict ourselves to the perturbations of (l.l), or better (1.24), 
corresponding to a Galerkin approximation associated with the eigen- 
functions {w,}. Thus for any integer A4 b 1 the perturbed equation is 
du, 
x + Au, + P,F(u,) = 0, 
where F(U) = O,( IAul) R(u) and u,,,, takes its values in P, D(A). (We have 
used the fact that P,Au, =AP,u, = Au,.) Equation (4.1) is an 
ordinary differential equation on the finite dimensional space P, D(A). 
It is easy to see that (4.1) satisfies the same properties as (1.1) and (1.24). 
Consequently for all M large enough, Theorem 2.1 is applicable3 and 
provides an inertial manifold A%‘,+, for (4.1). The inertial manifold for (4.1) is 
the graph of a Lipschitz function 
@,: PD(A) + QP, D(A) G QD(A). 
We will now investigate this point in more detail and study the 
convergence of @J,,,, to @ as M + co. We will prove the following result: 
THEOREM 4.1. The assumptions are those of Theorem 2.1. Let I> 0 and 
N be given satisfying the conditions in Theorem 2.1. 
Then for every M > N Eq. (4.1) has an inertial manifold A,,,, which is 
constructed as the graph of a Lipschitz function 
@,: PD(A) + QPM D(A)& QD(A). 
Moreover the Lipschitz constant I for QM is the same as that for the function 
@: PD(A) -+ QD(A ) constructed in Theorem 2.1. Finally one has 
llQ9, -@II <2K ;1-1’4A-“4 6 A’+1 Mtl, (4.2) 
where 
ll@M -@II = SUP IA@,(P) - A@(P)I. 
PEPmA) 
Proof: It is straightforward to verify that (4.1) satisfies the same 
assumptions as ( 1.1) and ( 1.24). Consequently Theorem 2.1 is applicable to 
’ We will still write P = P,, Q = QN w h ere N is given by Theorem 2.1. Of course we must 
assume that M> N. 
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(4.1), and if N satisfies (2.13) for (1.24), the same conditions4 are satisfied 
for (4.1) provided M > N. 
It follows that (4.1) has an inertial manifold A,,,, for every M > N. Let us 
now look at the construction of this manifold with some care. First we 
define 9&,, to be the set of those functions 
QM: PD(A) --. QP, D(A) E QD(A) 
which satisfy 
IA@dP)l G h for all p E PD(A), 
I~@dPl)-~@dp2)l <I I&l -44, forall pl, p2 ePD(A), 
supp GM E {p E PD(A): (ApI< 4p). 
Notice that one has 9b,.,,M g&, for all M 3 N. One then obtains A,,,, = 
Graph(@,) where QM is a fixed point of the operator FM: &++, + 9&M 
given by 
In (4.3) we use u,,,, = p,,,, + @,Jp,,,,) where p,,., =p,Jz; tOM, p,,) is a 
solution (2.2). Because the PM’s and Q,‘s are orthogonal commuting 
projections one has QP, = P, -P. 
Let us also rewrite Eq. (2.2), (2.3) as they apply to (4.1). Let uM = 
pM + q,,,, wherep, = Pu, E PD(A) and q,,, = Qu,,,, = QP,u, E QPM D(A). 
Then (4.1) becomes 
%+a,, +8,(lAu,l) PR(u,)=O (4.4) 
$+a,, +~,,(IAu,l) QP,Nu,)=O. (4.5) 
Since p,ezAQ = ~TAQPM = erAQP.ttpM, it follows from (2.11) and (4.3) that 
Y,, is the restriction of P,F to Pb,,,M. This fact allows us to both derive 
properties of &,, from those of Y and to compare the fixed points Qi,,, and 
@. We will study next the convergence of &,, of ,Y and the convergence of 
cDM to @. 
Let GM E .9&M E Fb,, and p,, E PD(A). Let u = uM = p,,,, + @,,,(pM) 
where p,,,, = p,,,,(t; @,,,, p,,) is the solution of (4.4) (and also (2.2)). (These 
two equations are identical on PD(A) for @E 9&,,.) From (4.5) one has 
4 This follows from the fact that II!‘, 11 < 1, lip,,, /I < 1. Therefore all the estimates for (4.1) 
are uniformly valid in M. 
505:73.2-10 
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In addition, for all M > N, all QM E P&M, and all p. E PD(A), one has 
IA ~@M(Po) - A KM@M(PO)I = IQMA ~@M(Po)~ 
= jQMAp”4A5’4 FQM(pO)( 
<A -‘I4 IA5’4F@M(pO)I <K M+I A-‘i4A- ‘I4 6 N+I M+I 
by (3.8). In other words one has 
Let us now compare (P, and @. By adding and subtracting T@, in 
we obtain 
II@--~I/ < II~@-~@,II + I/y@, -&,@MII. 
From (3.25) and (4.6) we then get 
Since L’S+ this yields (4.2). 1 
Remark 4.1. Inequality (4.2) should be useful not only in 
approximating the inertial manifold J? = Graph(@) but also in 
approximating the dynamical properties of A(. Recall that the dynamics on 
M is completely determined by the ordinary differential equation (see 
(2.12)) 
$+Ap+PF(p+@(p))=O, (4.7) 
where Y@ = @. An approximation to (4.7) is given by 
where Y”QM = QM. In order to compare these two equations we rewrite 
(4.7) as 
where the “error” term E is defined by 
E(P) = P(F(p + G(P))- F(P + @M(P))). 
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It follows from (3.12) and (4.2) that 
IA”‘E(p)<K, (I@-@,I1 ~~K,K,AN~~IZ;IC~~, forallpEPD(A). 
Remark 4.2. The contraction fixed point theorem is robust. What this 
means in our situation is that if the coefficients in (1.1) depend con- 
tinuously on a parameter 11, and if the estimates (1.4))( 1.12), or (1.33), are 
valid uniformly in p, then the inertial manifolds A!(p) and the fixed point 
QP : PD(A) + QD(A) vary continuously in p. In the same way @!, will be 
Lipschitz continuous in p if the coeflkients have this property and the 
estimates are valid uniformly in p. 
Remark 4.3. The mapping &,, above appears as an approximation of 
Y. Of course one can consider other approximations of r and study, by 
similar methods, their convergence to Y. 
5. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF INERTIAL MANIFOLDS 
In this section we want to examine some additional properties of inertial 
manifolds. First we present several alternate characterizations of the 
inertial manifold constructed in Theorem 2.1 (or Theorem 2.2). Next we 
reformulate the operator Y as a “vector” mapping. This reformulation will 
lead to a calculation of G(p) in terms of the eigenstates of A. Finally we 
derive an important relation between Ai and A$ when both A’i and A$ 
are inertial manifolds for (1.24). While our comments in this section apply 
equally to the inertial manifold theories described in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, 
we will restrict them to the former in order to simplify the notation. 
5.1. Characterization of the Inertial Manifold 
Let N satisfy the condition of Theorem 2.1 and let CD be the unique fixed 
point of the operator Y. Recall that from (2.11) one has 
@(At)) = -J’ ec(‘pr)AQ QF(u(q po)) dz, 
-J3 
where 4~,~d = P(T) + @(P(T)) and P(T) = I+; @, P,,). Let q(t) = @(p(t)), 
then (p(t), q(t)) is a solution of 
$+Ap+lT(u)=O 
$+Aq+QF(u)=O. (5.2) 
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From (3.7) (3.9) we have 
IAq(t)l dh, forall HER, (5.3) 
i.e., q(t) has a “bounded” A-norm. The next theorem shows that this line of 
reasoning can be reversed. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let p: R -+ PH and q: R -+ QH be given continuous 
functions and set u(t) = p(t) + q(t). Assume that p(t) is a solution of (5.1). 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(A) u(t)E.d,for all tER; 
(B) q(t) = @(p(t)),for all t E R; 
(C) q(t) is a solution of (5.2) and q(0) = @(p(O)); 
(D) q(t) is a solution of (5.2) and (5.3) is valid; 
(E) q(t) is a solution of (5.2) and there is a b, < + co with 
IMt)l d b,, for all t E R; (5.4) 
(F) q(t) is a solution of 
4(t)= -j-I., e (I-~ ‘jAQ QF(p(t) + q(r)) dT. (5.5) 
Proof (A) o (B). This follows from the fact that JV = Graph(@). 
(B) o (C). This follows from the invariance of 4. 
(D) =. (E). Trivial. 
(E) = (F). We will use here the ideas outlined in Section 2.1. By 
integrating (5.2) between s and t, s < t, we get 
s(t) = e -” .“‘oq(s)-j’e-(‘~ 7’“eQF(p(z)+q(z))dt. 
, 
However, from Lemma 3.1 and (5.4) we get 
lee(‘)AQq(s)I < IA-‘1 I(AQ) ee”- S)AQlOp IAq(s)l 
<IA-21 bo~N+,e-“--“‘“N+I, 
for t-s>,I;:,. Let s + - cc to conclude that le (f+S)AQq(s)I --+ 0, which 
yields (5.5). 
(F)*(C). By differentiating (5.5) with respect to t we see that 
q(t) is a solution of (5.2). Equation (5.5) is, of course, another fixed 
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point equation. Let 9 denote the collection of all continuous functions 
q: R -+ QH for which 
sup{lAq(t)(:t~R}< +m. 
We define a mapping y on 9 as follows: Fix q(t) E 9 and p,, E PH. Let 
p(t) denote the solution of 
$+Ap+PF(p+q(f))=O 
that satisfies p(O) = pO. Define 
&q(t) = -1’ e ~~(‘~r)AQ QF(p(r) + q(r)) dz. 
-z 
The methods from Section 3 show that F maps 9 into itself and that 9 is 
a strict contraction in the norm 
llqll =wjI4O)l: =R). 
By the contraction tixed point theorem, 9 has a unique fixed point in 9. 
Since $1) : = @(p(t; @, pO)) is a fixed point of 9, we see that the q(t) in 
(5.6) and q(t) are the same and that p(t) = p(t; @, p,,). Consequently one 
has 4(O) = q(O) = @MO)). I 
Remark 5.1. Other characterizations of the inertial manifold k’ are 
possible. For example, let u(t) be any solution of (1.24). Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(A) us.&, for all tER. 
(B) Q40) = @(fW)). 
(C) There is a h, < + cc such that 
IAQ4t)l d ho, for all t E R. 
5.2. A Vector Formulation of the Operator 9 
Let N = N, satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.1 and let @ be the unique 
fixed point of the operator 5. Let N, be another integer with N, d N,. Let 
P, be the orthogonal projection onto Span{ wj: 1 6 j< Ni} and set 
Qi = I- Pi, i = 1, 2. Let R = P, - P, and introduce two local coordinate 
systems on H, 
u=Pl +41 =p2 +q2, 
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where p, = P,u, qi = Q,u, i = 1,2. Also define p, r, s E H by p = P, u, r = Ru, 
s = Q,u. Then one has 
u=p+r+s, q l = r + s, pz = p + r. 
Recall that ,F is given by 
F@(P”) = -I” erAPI e, F(U(? P”)) d? 
x 
where u(r, po) = p(r) + @(p(t)) and p(z) = p(~; @, po) for p. E P, D(A). 
Also 5 is a strict contraction on &,, as guaranteed by Theorem 2.1. For 
CD E Ph., we define 
@, := RcD, Qss := Q2 @. 
Since [RI d 1, IQ, ( d 1 we see that @,, @,Y E 9& whenever CD E &, and that 
@ = CD, + @,r. 
The fixed point problem Y@ = @ can now be written as a vector fixed 
point problem 
&@=CDr 
K@=@,, (5.6) 
@=@, +@,, 
where Yr and K are defined by Yr = RF-, q = Q,Y, or equivalently 
RerAQ’ Q,F(u(r, PO)) dt 
0 
=- e rAR RF(u(T, po)) dr 
cc 
I 
0 
= erAQ2 Q2F(u(z, po)) dT. 
-J 
The fixed point problem (5.6) can be rewritten as 
@,(po) = -Jo erAR RF(P + G,(P) + @s(p)) dT 
-a, 
(5.7) 
QbF(po)= -J”, erAQ2 QzF(P + Q,(P) + D,(P)) dT, 
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where p = p(r) = ~(7; CD, po). By replacing p,, by p(t) in (5.7) and using the 
group property of the solution p(z; @, po), we get 
@AP(~))= -I’, e -(‘- ‘jAR RF(‘(p(T) + @,(p(t)) + Q&(T))) dZ 
@,,(p(t)) = -?^I ,I ePc’--r’AQ2 QzF(p(7) + GAP(~)) + @,(P(s))) dT. 
Remark 5.2. By using the argument of Lemma 3.2 one can easily verify 
that 
IA@,(P(f))l G 4 IA@.hJ(t))l d (ANI + , A,;+ ,yj* h, (5.8) 
for all t E R. 
Remark 5.3. The reformulation of 9 given above can be extended to 
get a complete expansion of @ in terms of the eigenvectors of A. For 
i = 1, 2, . . . let R, denote the orthogonal projection of H onto Span{ wi}. For 
@ E Ph,, define Qi = R,@ and 5 = R,.F, N + 1 < i. The fixed point problem 
Y@ = @ then becomes 
@= f @,. 
(5.9) 
i=N+ I 
The solution of (5.9) is 
@,h,)= -1” eTAR8R,F(p+@(p))dT 
~ m 
i 
0 
T.z- e’“’ RiF(p + Q(p)) dT, 
-02 
N + 1 < i, which can be rewritten as 
@i(PCt))= - j’, e -“-““‘R,F(p+~(p))dz, N+l<i. 
Furthermore one has 
for all tER and i>N+l. 
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5.3. The Nesting of Intertial Manifolds 
Let N, <N, be two values of N that satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 2.1. Let CT and Y* be the associated operators defined by (2.12) 
and let @, and ~0~ be the fixed points of 6 and Yz. As in Section 5.2 we 
define Pi, Q;, i=1,2 and set R=P,-P,. Let 
u=p, +q, =p2+q2=p+r+s 
be coordinates on H where p, = Piu, q, = Q,u, i = 1, 2, and p = P, u, r = Ru, 
s = Qzu. Also define 
THEOREM 5.2. With the above notation one has 
@APO + @APO)) = @,(Po), for all pO E P, D(A). (5.10) 
In particular one has .A, E AZ (see Fig. 1). 
Proof Fixp,EP,D(A)andletp(t)=p(t; Q1,pO), r(t)=@,(p(t)), and 
s(t)=QP,(p(t)). Next define u(t)=pz(t)+q2(t) wherep,(t)=p(t)+r(t) and 
q2(t) = s(t). Then (p2(t); q*(t)) is a solution of the system 
dp, 
nt+Apz + P,F(u)=O 
%+Aq, +QzF(u)=O. 
r) 
FIG. I. Sketch of ,/lj and ..412: .A, = {p+@,(p): PEP, D(A)}, .At; = {@+r+Qjz(P+ 
PEP, D(A), TE RD(A). @ typical point on .ai,, @ typical point on ,A, with -A/I E&. 
r): 
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From (5.18) we have IAq,(t)l d b2 for all TV R. Therefore we can apply 
Theorem 5.1 to N,, Yz, and Qiz to obtain 
q*(O) = @*(P*(o))~ 
which can be rewritten as (5.10). 
Remark 5.4. Since an inertial manifold attracts all solutions at an 
exponential rate, we see that -MI is exponentially asymptotically stable 
in cf12. 
6. SOME EXAMPLES 
We present here a brief description of two examples to which the 
previous results apply. We refer the reader to Foias et al. [12, 133 for 
another example and to Constantin et al. [S] for a more geometrical con- 
struction of the inertial manifold with several examples. Also see Mallet- 
Paret and Sell [27] for a different construction of the inertial manifold for 
a reaction-diffusion equation. 
6.1. A Modified Navier-Stokes Equation 
The first example is a modified Navier-Stokes equation in space dimen- 
sion n with a higher order viscosity term (cf. Lions [25]): 
$+zA2” ~u-vdu+(u~V)u+Vp=f (6.1) 
v.u=o. (6.2) 
The functions u = u(x, t) and p = p(x, t) are defined on R” x R, taking 
values in R” and R, respectively. (Note that u = (u, , . . . . u,).) Also CI and v 
are strictly positive numbers.’ 
We assume that u and p are periodic in each direction x,, . . . . x, with 
period L > 0, 
u(x + Le,, t) = u(x, t) 
i= 1 
p(x + Le;, t) = p(x, t) 
, . . . . n, (6.3) 
where {e,, . . . . e,,) is the natural basis of R”. Furthermore we assume that 
I u(x, t) dx = 0, I p(x, t) dx = 0, (6.4) R R 
where 52 = [0, L]” is the n-cube (see Temam [36]). 
’ Equation (6.1) reduces to the usual Navier-Stokes equation when a = 0. 
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By classical results (6.1)-(6.4) reduce to an evolutionary equation for u 
of the form (1.1) where the assumptions (1.3)-( 1.12) are satisfied. Let 
H;,,(Q) denote the restriction to Q of the a-periodic function v from R” to 
R which are locally in H”(R”) (m 3 1). Let fire,(Q) denote the subspace 
consisting of the functions u that satisfy jn u(x) dx = 0. The spaces HFc,(Q) 
and &d,,(Q) are both Hilbert subspaces of H”(Q). 
For the application of Theorem 2.1 we define the space H to be the 
subspace of &(R)” consisting of the restrictions to D of the locally L* 
vector functions with a free divergence and a null average on Q. We set 
D(A) = fi$,,(Q)” n H and D(A I’*) = fik,,(s2)n n H. Then 
Au=a A*%, for all usD(A), 
CM= -v Au, for all u E D(A’:2), 
and B(u, v) is defined by 
All the assumptions of Section 1 are satisfied. The reader is referred to 
Temam [36] for the details. 
It remains to verify the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, especially (2.15). It 
follows from the methods of Temam [36] and Metivier [29] that there is a 
c>O such that 
2, - cl, N4, as N+a. 
Clearly (2.15) is satisfied for N sufficiently large and consequently there is 
an inertial manifold for (6.1)-(6.4). 
6.2. A Reaction-Diffusion Equation 
The next example is the vector-valued reaction-diffusion equation in 
space dimension n, 
l4, = v Au + g(u), (6.5) 
where u=(ui, . . . . u,) and v >O. We assume that (6.5) is given on the 
n-cube Q, = [0,2n]” with periodic boundary conditions.6 This gives rise to 
an abstract equation 
$+Au+G(u)=O 
’ The theory described here also applies with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions 
on s2,. Also the nonlinear term can depend on XE 52,. 
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on H where A = --v A and G(u)(x) = g(u(x)). We assume that g is chosen 
so that (i) the solutions of (6.5) are well defined and regular for t >O, (ii) 
G(u) is locally Lipschitz continuous on H, and (iii) Eq. (6.6) is dissipative 
(cf. Henry [21] ). An example of this occurs when (6.5) is a scalar equation 
(m = 1) and g(u) is an odd degree polynomial with ug(u) < 0 for 1~1 large. 
With periodic boundary conditions the operator A is not positive (it is 
nonnegative) since 1, = 0 is an eigenvalue. We then modify the equation by 
replacing Au by (Au + au) and replace G(u) by G(u) - au, where a > 0. 
With this change the eigenvalues of A now have the form 
v(m: + . + mi) + a, 
where m, , . . . . m, are integers. 
The global attractor .r9 for (6.6) lies in a bounded set in H. Choose p > 0 
so that 
.ds {uEH: IuI <p/2}, 
the modified equation is 
$+Au+O,(lul)G(u)=O, 
and F(U) = 0,( 1~1) G(U) satisfies the global Lipschitz condition (1.33). 
In order to apply Theorem 2.2 we need to verify the spectral gap 
condition (2.20) that is we want to choose N so that 
1 ‘Ntl - i,,l 2 K,,. (6.7) 
However, the last inequality is valid (for an arbitrary v>O) only in space 
dimensions n = 1,2 (cf. Richards [34], Hardy and Wright [19]). We 
conclude therefore that (6.5) has an inertial manifold for every v > 0 when 
n = 1,2. (See Kamaev [38].) 
Remark 6.1. The existence of an inertial manifold for reaction-diffusion 
equations (with Neumann boundary conditions) was shown implicitly by 
Conway et al. [6] under the assumption that the diffusion coefficient (i.e., 
viscosity) is very large. 
Remark 6.2. The paper of Richards [34] contains information which 
can be used to estimate the dimension of the inertial manifold for n = 2. 
He showed that there is a constant a so that (6.7) is satisfied for 
2, < exp(aK,,). Since 
1 .,-cN (6.8) 
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for n = 2 and some constant c, one has 
Remark 6.3. After completing this paper we learned of another 
illustration of inertial manifolds for the damped semi-linear wave equation, 
Mora [41]. 
7. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
In the Introductory section we had said that our theory of inertial 
manifolds is not applicable to the NavierrStokes equation in any space 
dimension n > 2. We want to explain the reason for this. However, before 
doing that, it is informative to point out some features of the two inertial 
manifold theorems which may not be apparent upon first reading. For this 
purpose it is convenient to introduce a viscosity factor into ( 1.1) and (1.32) 
and write these equations as 
$+vAu+ R(u)=O, 
where v is a positive constant. If the eigenvalues of A satisfy (1.4) then the 
eigenvalues of VA are 
0 < VI”, < VA, < . . ‘. 
We assume that the conditions (1.5)-( 1.12) or condition (1.34) is also 
satisfied. 
The main point which must be checked in order to determine whether 
(7.1) has an inertial manifold (as a consequence of Theorem 2.1 or 2.2) is 
the spectral gap condition in (2.14) or (2.20). Our hope is to show that for 
each v > 0, Eq. (7.1) has an inertial manifold. This means that we must seek 
an N such that 
A/v+1 - AN 3 v-‘K,, (7.2) 
in the case of Theorem 2.2. or 
in the case of Theorem 2.1. The last inequality can be rewritten as 
(7.3) 
We see that both Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 require arbitrarily large spectral 
gaps in the spectrum of A in order to guarantee the existence of an inertial 
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manifold for every v > 0. The two conditions (7.2) and (7.3) can be 
reformulated heuristically as follows: 
“The spectrum of A should have arbitrarily large gaps.” (7.2new) 
“The spectrum of A should have arbitrarily large gaps and 
these gaps should occur soon enough.” (7.3new) 
In the case of the Navier-Stokes equation (with periodic boundary 
conditions) one has that A is the restriction of the Laplacian (in space 
dimension n = 2, 3) to divergence free, periodic vector fields. As noted in 
the last section, A satisfies (7.2) on the 2-cube Q, = [0, 27~1~. However, 
Theorem 2.2 is not applicable because the nonlinear terms for the 
Navier-Stokes equation do not appear to be locally Lipschitz in the sense 
required for Theorem 2.2. Instead these nonlinearities do satisfy conditions 
similar to ( 1.7)-( 1.10). While we do not have a rigorous proof, it appears 
that the spectrum of A does not satisfy (7.3) (cf. Richards [34]). Therefore 
neither is Theorem 2.1 applicable for the Navier-Stokes equation. 
The question of whether the Navier-Stokes equation in space dimen- 
sion 2 admits an inertial manifold for every value of v = 0 remains one of 
the very interesting outstanding problems about intertial manifolds. 
Another question which arises is whether the spectral gap conditions 
(7.2) or (7.3) is necessary for the existence of inertial manifolds. Since the 
Squeezing Property does not depend on large spectral gaps, there is some 
hope for a theory of inertial manifolds which uses weaker conditions than 
(7.2) or (7.3) (for example, see Mallet-Paret and Sell [27]). 
If Theorem 2.1 (or 2.2) is applicable to (7.1) for every v > 0, then for a 
fixed v > 0 there exist infinitely many choices of N that satisfy the spectral 
gap condition (7.2) or (7.3). Denote these N’s by 
N,<N2<N,< . . . . 
Then for each N, there is an inertial manifold &(N;) with dim J%‘(N,) = N,. 
Obviously the manifold with lowest dimension is the object of greatest 
dynamical interest. In particular, good estimates of this dimension, along 
with the basic question of the existence of inertial manifolds, are central 
issues in the study of nonlinear evolutionary equations (see, for instance, 
Foias et al. [12, 133). 
As seen in Section 5 one has 
.~(N,)G~AY(N,)~A?(N,)E . . . . 
It would be of great interest to study the global bifurcation of these 
manifolds as the viscosity crosses certain critical values. 
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